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CURFEW TIMINGS

UNINTERRUPTED SUPPLY
OF ESSENTIALS ASSURED

HOME DELIVERY OF VITAL COMMODITIES BEGINS
NO SHORTAGE OF CONSUMER ITEMS
SPECIAL SCHEME TO DISTRIBUTE MEDICINES
COMMERCIAL BANKS INCLUDED IN ESSENTIAL SERVICE CATEGORY

In order to prevent the uncontrolled
gathering of people at market places
amidst efforts to combat COVID – 19,
a special mechanism has been established to deliver essential food items
to homes, the Government declared
yesterday.
This will be implemented through
a local system in collaboration with
Cooperative Societies and supermarket chains, Head of the Presidential
Task on Continuous Supply, Operation
and Coordination of Services that are
essential to maintain the day to day life
in the battle against COVID- 19, Basil
Rajapaksa said.
The entire process should be in line
with the Coronavirus control initiatives
carried out by the health sector. It is
imperative to maintain the day to day
life of the public. Steps have been taken
to distribute food items while protect-

ing domestic farmers and the national
economy.
Basil Rajapaksa made these observations during a meeting held today (25)
at the Presidential Secretariat with all
District Secretaries, Heads of banks
and State and private entities tasked
with the supply of essential food items.
There is no shortage of rice, coconut, vegetables, eggs and chicken. Mr.
Rajapaksa pointed out the possibility
of distributing these items through a
combined effort between Cooperative
outlets and super markets after purchasing from domestic farmers. These items
can be packed according to the customers’ needs. Assistance of the Center for
Disaster Management will be obtained
for this operation.
A decision was taken to deliver medicines to the homes of regular patients
who have registered at hospitals with

the support of Divisional Secretaries,
Public Health Officers and the Security
Forces.
It was also discussed to implement
a system to distribute medicines thorough few locally selected pharmacies to
patients who purchase medicines from
private pharmacies.
Heads of the banks were also advised
to take action to keep the commercial
banks open to facilitate trade and other
essential activities.
Basil Rajapaksa requested the authorities to implement a programme to supply domestic gas at consumer’s doorstep
responding to the telephone orders.
The objective of the entire project is
to prevent the public from gathering at
market places so that the health sector’s
efforts to combat the coronavirus could
be a success.
Divisional Secretaries, Grama Seva

Niladharis, Agricultural Research Officers and Samurdhi Development Officers
will assist this distribution process. It
was discussed at length about building
a stable production economy in the
country while paying greater attention
to the prevailing situation.
It was decided to facilitate the cultivation and fisheries activities without
any interruption.
The relevant officials were advised
to encourage the farmers to cultivate
vegetables as well as paddy, maize,
undu, green gram, cowpea and kurakkan. Ministers Chamal Rajapaksa,
Bandula Gunawardena and Douglas
Devananda, Secretary to the President,
Dr. P.B. Jayasundara, Secretary to the
Treasury, Mr. Attygalle and Defence
Secretary Major General (Retd) Kamal
Gunaratne participated in this discussion.

Prince Charles
tests positive
for COVID-19

Prince Charles, Queen Elizabeth II’s son and the
heir to the British throne, has tested positive for
Coronavirus and is now self-isolating in Scotland,
his office announced.
The Prince of Wales is only displaying mild
symptoms and is otherwise in good health,
Clarence House said in a statement. It is not
known how the 71-year-old caught the virus
because of his busy schedule of public events
recently.
The Queen, 93, remains in “good health” and is
“following all the appropriate advice with regard
to her welfare,” a Buckingham Palace spokesperson said. The monarch last saw Charles briefly
after an investiture ceremony for public awards at
the palace in London on March 12.
Charles has been advised he was contagious
from March 13, a royal source told CNN.

More quarantined
returnees head home
DISNA MUDALIGE

A batch of 163 persons who had completed the
14 days quarantine period will be released from
Quarantine Centres today (26), Army Commander
Lieutenant General Shavendra Silva said.
Addressing the media at the National Operation
Centre, he said that 3,086 persons were being cared
for at 46 quarantine centres islandwide as at yesterday.
He added that 144 persons who completed the
quarantine period were released from quarantine
centres operated by the Tri-Forces yesterday.
The Army Commander reiterating the importance
of maintaining social distance advised the people to
stay in their homes.
He said that over 7,500 persons, who returned to
the country in between March 6 and 15 and who had
been in contact with COVID-19 patients, have been
asked to self-quarantine in their homes, adding that
they were being monitored.
He pointed out that initially there were about
20,000 persons who returned to the country in
between March 1 and 15, but among them those
who returned between March 1 and 5 are no more
considered a risk category.

The President’s Media Unit announced that the curfew
that already has been imposed in Colombo, Gampaha and
districts would last until further notice.
The curfew in Puttalam, Vavuniya, Mannar, Kilinochchi,
Mullaitivu and Jaffna would be lifted at 6 am on March 27
(Friday) and re-imposed at 12 noon the same day.
The curfew in other districts would be lifted at 6 am
on March 26 (Thursday) and be re-imposed at 12 noon
the same day.
Inter-district travel has been banned while transport of
foreigners has also been banned.
However, the President’s Media Unit also announced
that the people who engage in agriculture, small tea estate
industry and export crop industry are allowed to engage
in these vocations in all districts.
It also announced that the media activities, transport of
rice, vegetable and other essential commodities are also
allowed.

Stay at home,
save lives

The health authorities advice everyone who
does not have a compelling reason to travel
to stay at home in the light of evidence that
social distancing is the best way to slow down
the spread of the New Coronavirus. Countries
that adopted strict “stay-at-home” measures have
managed to bring down the infected persons
count drastically.
Do not go out unnecessarily out of your house,
not even to visit your friends and relatives just
down the street.
If you have to go to a pharmacy to buy urgent
medication during curfew hours, take your diagnosis card(s) and prescription(s) with you in case
you are stopped at a checkpoint. If you suspect
that you had come into contact with a Coronavirus patient, regardless of whether you have any
symptoms, call the nearest police station. Such
“contact tracing” can help save lives, including
your own and those of your loved ones.
If you feel sick and/or suspect you are having
COVID-19, call the 1990 Suwaseriya Ambulance
Service or the nearest Police station – do not try
to go a hospital on your own.
When you go out when the curfew is relaxed,
try to keep a distance of at least one metre from
the next person, even if he or she is a family member. Do not be outside for a longer duration than
strictly necessary.
And wash your hands often with soap and
water. Follow all the guidelines issued by the
Government and Municipal health authorities
and law enforcement agencies at all times.

Educational administrator
remanded for
uploading fake news
LAKMAL SOORIYAGODA

The Sri Lanka Navy rendered assistance to Sathosa for the distribution of consumer goods among the public to
support the Government’s arrangements to distribute essential goods even amidst curfew hours. Here Navy and
Sathosa personnel work together at the Sathosa’s Enderamulla stores to pack and load goods to distribution
trucks. Commander of the Navy Vice Admiral Piyal De Silva oversaw the proceedings.

An administrator attached to a private educational institution in Malabe was remanded till April 1 by Colombo
Fort Magistrate Ranga Dissanayake for allegedly uploading fake news about the coronavirus on Facebook. The
Criminal Investigations Department (CID) had arrested
the suspect Ishan Manujapriya, 44, for uploading false and
malicious news on Covid-19 via his Facebook account.
Police alleged that the suspect had uploaded a fake news
insisting that approximately 10 people have died owing to
Coronavirus in Sri Lanka.
Producing the suspect before Court, the CID alleged
that the suspect had committed a punishable offence which
comes under section six of the Computer Crimes Act and
Penal Code. Taking into consideration the seriousness of
the offence at this juncture, the Fort Magistrate ordered to
remand the suspect remanded till April 1.

Present curve must be maintained – Health Minister
RUKSHANA RIZWIE

Health Minister Pavithra Wanniarachchi speaking at a media briefing following a meeting of the Task Force chaired
by President Gotabaya Rajapaksa said
that Sri Lanka has not recorded a single

COVID-19 death so far.“Sri Lanka is setting an example as it has not recorded a
single COVID-19 death so far,” she said.
“That however does not mean that we are
entirely safe. I noticed many instances
today where individuals while being out

were not maintaining the social distance
we had advised.”
She cautioned that the two most effective ways to prevent contracting the virus
was to maintain social distancing and
personal hygiene.

“We are fortunate to have been able to
maintain this curve. When compared to
other countries we noticed huge leaps in
numbers but we have been able to successfully contain the spread of this virus.
We have to keep this momentum.”

GLOBAL CASES PASS 440,000
There are currently more than 440,000
cases of coronavirus confirmed around
the world with 19,700 deaths, according
to Johns Hopkins University which tracks
the outbreak. It says 111,933 patients
have recovered from the disease. There
was another strong rise in cases in the
United States where more than 55,000

people have contracted the virus. Thailand also saw cases rise sharply with 107
new infections, bringing total to 934.
Chinese health officials reported a fall
in imported infections fell and zero locally
transmitted infections.
New Zealand has declared a month-long
lockdown.

There was a high level of pubic cooperation with regard to the curfew and other
measures imposed by the Government. This usually busy intersection bordering Colombo was deserted yesterday as the people stayed in their homes.
Picture by Sulochana Gamage
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Stern warning to curfew violators
few violators as the medical experts
and health authorities have reiterated
that maintaining distance from oneanother is the best way to prevent
the spread of the Covid-19, he said.
Under no circumstance should anyone venture out of their homes, he
sternly warned the public. He
warned that curfew violators would
be arrested and their vehicles would
be seized.

Camelia Nathaniel
The curfew imposed to facilitate
self-quarantine is currently in force
and so far 3,500 persons who violated the curfew have been arrested,
while the majority of them are those
who engaged in corrupt activities
during the curfew hours, said DIG
Ajith Rohana.
The police OICs have been notified to take strict action against cur-

In the event meetings or group
activities are organised the DIG
warned that action would be taken
against those organising these events
and their properties could be confiscated and such venues would be
sealed.
Therefore, he urged the public to
adhere to the curfew regulations and
cooperate with the measures taken to
contain the spread of the Covid-19.

DIG Ajith Rohana noted that the
curfew is lifted periodically to allow
the people to obtain their essential
commodities and not to visiting relatives and friends. Hence, he urged
the public to maintain a distance of
at least a meter while venturing out
to obtain supplies and follow the
proper health guidelines.
During the curfew the IG has
issued directives to allow the trans-

255 suspected cases
under observation

The 'Ranaviru Apparels' garment factory of the Sri Lanka Army, rising to the
swelling need in the face of COVID-19
threat stepped out to produce disposable
microfiber suits with shoe covers which
can be used by medical teams while
treating/ quarantining infected individuals handed over their first stock to Dr
Anil Jasingha, Director General of
Health Services, and the Chief Technical
Officer of the Ministry of Health, Nutrition and Indigenous Medicine during a
simple ceremony, held at the Ministry of
Health.
Major General Manjula Manatunga,
Commandant, 'Ranaviru Apparels' on
behalf of the Chief of Defence Staff and
Commander of the Army Lieutenant
General Shavendra Silva was there to
hand over the first stock of those suits.

The Second batch of returnees quarantined at Kandakadu and Punani centres left yesterday after the mandatory 14 day quarantine period. Here they get a final temperature
check before boarding the bus home. (Picture Army Media)

Batticaloa MC disinfects public places
Sivam Packiyanathan
Batticaloa Special Correspondent

In view of the relaxation of the
curfew on Thursday (26) morning
the places where the public will
congregate are being disinfected
Today (25) by the Batticaloa
Municipal Council’s health department.
Under the direction of the Batticaloa MOH Dr. K. Kirisuthan the
public market, the public bus stand,
the private bus stand, Gandhi park
were washed and disinfected by the
health department’s employees and
the fire department employees are
engaged in the exercise. Meanwhile, garbage cleaning crews are
engaged in their routine duties.
Batticaloa Municipal Council
Mayor Thiagaraja Saravanapavan,

Deputy Mayor K.Sathiyaseelan,
Commissioner K.Chithravel, Deputy Commissioner U.Sivaraja and
Municipal Councilors participated
in the exercise.

Ample fuel stocks
available – Power
and Energy Minister
Irangika Range

Power and Energy Minister Mahinda
Amaraweera said the Ceylon Petroleum Corporation (CPC) has sufficient stocks of fuel in its
stores and the public should not fear a fuel
shortage.
He added that five trains carrying nearly
250,000 tons of petrol and diesel have been
sent to all the Provinces from the Kerawalapitiya CPC storage.
Accordingly, a train equipped with 14 oil
tank carriages carrying 82,500 tons of petrol
and diesel left to Peradeniya. The stock will
cater the fuel requirements in both Central and
Uva Provinces.
A second train equipped with four oil wagons carrying 40,000 tons of petrol and diesel
was sent to Anuradhapura for both North and
North Central Provinces.
The third train with six oil wagons was sent
to Batticaloa to fulfill the required demand in
the Eastern Province.Another two trains with
oil wagons carrying 42,000 tons of JET-A fuel
left to Katunayake.
The Minister said that the CPC had stored
adequate stocks of fuel to be utilised for the
next two months. Meanwhile, three vessels
carrying fuel are scheduled to reach the country before the end of this month.“Since the
fuel supply is an essential service, steps have
been taken to operate 480 fuel stations covering every Police division during the curfew.
Therefore, there is no need to rush to fuel
stations when the curfew is lifted,” he added.

Opposition demands meaningless – Yuthukama Organisation

Requests made by UNP
leader Ranil Wickremesinghe and former Parliamentarian Sajith Premadasa to
reconvene Parliament in the
face of Covid 19 outbreak is
hilarious as these leaders
failed to avert the Easter
Sunday attacks which
claimed over 300 lives, said
chairman of Yuthukama
Organization Gevindu
Kumaratunga.
He said the opposition
including former Prime
Minister Ranil Wickremesinghe and former Opposition Leader Sajith Premadasa failed to avert the tragedy on Easter Sunday even

after local and foreign intelligence agencies had
apprised the then government of an imminent terrorist attack.
"Their request to reconvene Parliament to obtain
their views with regard to

the prevention of Covid 19
outbreak in the country is
hilarious as these leaders
failed to save hundreds of
people from death by taking
prompt action to avert Easter Sunday attacks.”
Kumaratunga said that
the people have rejected the
then government and its
leaders several times and
incumbent president Gotabaya Rajapaksa has Constitutional and ethical rights
to intervene and solve this
issue.
"Opinions expressed by
the leaders in the Opposition citing various clauses
in the Constitution show

that they do not have any
regard for the people and
the mandate given by the
people," he said.
He said Sri Lanka is
blessed with a strong health
service, trained and welldisciplined Security Forces
and a dynamic leadership of
President Gotabaya Rajapaksa to effectively face the
Covid 19 outbreak in the
country.
"People should place their
trust in the Health service,
committed Security Forces
and the dynamic leadership
and discharge their responsibility by staying in their
homes,” he said.

UK Yogi offers free online lessons from Sri Lanka
A clinical health psychologist currently under curfew
in Sri Lanka is offering free
online yoga sessions.
Alicia Ray, works for
Royal Cornwall Hospitals
Trust and is also a yoga
teacher and wellbeing practitioner.
She said: “I am currently
in Sri Lanka. As we are
going through difficult times
due to COVID-19 with an

increasing demand placed
on our hospital in Cornwall,
I want to help my colleagues
and I’m offering free online
yoga, fitness and mindfulness sessions to support the
wellbeing of hospital staff,
as I understand the benefit
of practising yoga, self-care
and regular exercise for
managing stressful situations.”
Alicia, who hosts beach

yoga at Gwithian when she
is home, is offering these
classes for free to NHS staff
and also free to anyone who
wants to join to support
people’s health and wellbeing during self-isolation.
She added: “I ask that
anyone else who would like
to take part, (and is able to)
makes a donation towards
the RCHT charity fund to
support our hospital in

whatever way is needed.
People can donate via the
link in my bio at www.justgiving.com/fundraising/alicia-ray-wellbeing“I will be
offering regular live stream
classes via Zoom as well as
recording and saving classes
so that they can be accessed
at any time. People can
email me directly with any
questions at hello@aliciaray.
uk “(Falmouth Packet)

JVP commends Govt measures,
urges public cooperation
Rasika Somaratne and
Disna Mudalige
Challenging times demand
the unity of the entire country
and empathy towards each
other, JVP Leader Anura
Kumara Dissanayake said also
appealing all citizens to extend
their full cooperation to the
Government to defeat COVID19.
Addressing the media yesterday, the JVP Leader pointed out
that a collective effort of all
political movements, voluntary
groups, religious institutions

the small and medium scale operations of the tea and other export
crops operations, but urged the workers to engage in their harvesting
activities by maintaining distance
among each other. DIG Ajith Rohana
also noted that while the rice and
paddy distribution process does not
require a permit, these transporters
need to have a valid document which
clearly indicates their service.

“Ranaviru Apparels” Produces
Disposable Microfiber Suits

Rukshana Rizwie

Dr. Anil Jasinghe, Director General of Health Services announced to the media that there were 255
individuals suspected of having contracted COVID19 under observation in the country as of yesterday
evening.
“There are 255 individuals who are suspected of
having contracted the virus who are under the care
and vigilance of health officials,” he said.
He also said that there are 1600 individuals who
have been confined to self-quarantine measures.
“These individuals had arrived recently from overseas. They were tracked down upon arrival at the
airport and are in self-quarantine.”
He said there are nearly 900 foreigners at various
hotels in the Kalutara district. He requested these
individuals to remain indoors for the 14-day isolation duration.

port of food including meat and fish
and there is no requirement to obtain
curfew passes for the transport of
these items to storage facilities and
distribution centres. Similarly, no
curfew pass is required for the transport of vegetables and other agricultural products, including when such
food stuff is being transported to
economic centres.
Further, the curfew will not affect

and the media is necessary at
this critical time.
“The Government has shown
competency in taking the right
decisions, but this is not a matter
that the Government alone can
handle.
The public has a special role to
play at this time. Be ready to
make certain sacrifices in the
name of humanity. You will have
to restrain some of your needs
and be resilient. Strictly adhere
to the instructions of the health
and other authorities. Help each
other as people in various social

strata will face various difficulties,” he noted.
The JVP also urged the Government to further extend the
current curfew in order to prevent the spread of Covid 19 in
the country. Dissanayake said in
a statement said the purpose of
the current curfew which is to
ensure social distancing was
somewhat eroded when the curfew was lifted for a few hours on
Tuesday as people kept thronging food and medicine outlets to
buy essentials without heeding
the measures proposed by

authorities when visiting such
places.
Dissanayake pointed out that
distributing necessary items to
houses would be a better solution. He however pointed out
that this programme alone would
not be sufficient to cover all six
million families in the country,
and therefore island-wide small
retail shops must be given sufficient stocks and some financial
assistance for them too to buy
those stocks.
The 'Red Star' Relief Service
Brigade of the JVP has come for-

ward to produce face masks and
protective clothing for health
staff and security forces. The
JVP on Tuesday also donated
sanitary items, face masks, flasks
and food items required by the
IDH hospital in Mulleriyawa
from the Parliamentary Salary
Fund of the JVP members.
JVP member Dr Nalinda Jayatissa requested to the Government to be open to get the maximum possible help from all other
groups and individuals, and
thereby direct them all to pursue
one common goal.

These suits have been produced at low
cost using micron 137 (polythene) by
sealer machines under a new technology.
The Darley Company (Pvt) Ltd sponsored the supply of those sealer
machines to the factory where hundreds
of physically-handicapped War Heroes
wounded in action are productively
employed.
This production process would continue on the instructions and directions of
the Commander of the Army under the
supervision of the Commandant, 'Ranaviru Apparels'.
The Ranaviru Apparels factories at
Yakkala and Alawwa adopting latest techniques, cost effective strategies and efficiency mainly produce very high quality
standard uniform requirements for officers and other ranks.

COVID-19:

Sri Lanka in Stage
3, says GMOA
Nadira Gunatilleke
The WHO has explained four stages of COVID19. They are no Cases (1st stage), Sporadic Cases
(stage 2), Clusters (stage3), Home Clusters (stage
3A), Small Groups of Clusters such as village clusters (stage3B) and Community Transmission (stage
4). At the moment Sri Lanka is in stage 3A, GMOA
sources said.
According to the sources, nineteen thousand
(19,000) of our population may have been exposed
to this disease condition, and they are now under
the observation of Medical, Military, and Administrative structures.
There are 102 confirmed COVID-19 positive cases
at the moment. Based on estimates of Hubei province, China (published by John Hopkins Hospital,
USA) at present, the number of True Cases should
be 8-fold of the Current Confirmed Cases, the sources said.
Considering Western nations that have been
unsuccessful in carrying out social distancing, it can
be assumed that, between the period of 25.03.2020
and 07.04.2020, if present social distancing is not
carried out, the numbers will face a rapid increase.
Thus, if the citizens of Sri Lanka follow through
with the health advice that is given, we can assume
that there will be a favourable outcome in the subsequent two weeks, the GMOA sources added.

No fishing,
transport
restrictions for
fishermen
The Ceylon Fisheries Corporation has accelerated the purchasing of fish from fishermen, the
Fisheries and Aquatic Resources Ministry said
yesterday.
It said a programme to buy fish from the owners of fishing vessels commenced at Dickovita
Fisheries Harbour on Tuesday and this would
be extended to all other fisheries harbours in
the next couple of days. Minister Douglas
Devananda visited the harbour to inspect the
progress of this project.
The release said that Minister Douglas
Devananda would discuss with the President
and the Prime Minister and put in place a
mechanism shortly to speed up fish purchases
from fishing vessels.
This assurance came in the wake of complaints from some Fisheries Associations that
they have been unable to sell their catch. The
minister said the Fisheries Corporation would
do its best to buy the fish from the fisheries
community.
The government has also given permission
for transporting and unloading of fish during
the curfew hours, considering appeals made by
the fisheries community.
Transport Services Management Minister
Mahinda Amaraweera said those who are
engaged in the fisheries sector will be allowed
to transport fish.
Fisheries communities are also allowed to
engage in all fisheries-related activities during
the curfew hours without any interruption.
This decision was taken during the Party
Leaders meeting chaired by Prime Minister
Mahinda Rajapaksa.
Party Leaders stated that fisheries communities were facing great difficulties since their
catch was not allowed to be transported during
the curfew hours.Prime Minister Rajapaksa
instructed the Acting IGP to take steps to
ensure that fishermen can transport their produce without any trouble.
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Healthy Living key

to keeping Coronavirus at bay

MUHAMMAD ABDULLAH
MUHAMMAD JAZEEM

Dr.

MBBS, MRCGP (INT),
Fellowship in Diabetes.
Specialist Family Medicine.

What is a Pandemic?
A pandemic is defined as the
"worldwide spread" of a new disease. Whereas, an outbreak is the
occurrence of disease cases in
excess of what's normally expected
and an epidemic is more than a normal number cases of an illness, specific health-related behavior or other
health-related events in a community or region, according to the World
Health Organization.
What is the advantage to
declare a disease as a Pandemic
for us?
Pandemic” has nothing to do with
how serious the illness is. It just
means a disease is spreading widely.
The label triggers governments to
activate preparedness plans and pos-

sibly take emergency procedures to
protect the public, such as more
drastic travel and trade restrictions.
WHO already had declared COVID19 an international emergency and
where the virus hasn't yet spread,
hospitals and clinics around the
world have been preparing for a
surge of coronavirus patients on top
of the everyday illnesses they treat.
In other words, people who were
in places where the virus was circulating have known risks. If they get
sick, the chain of transmission is
obvious. And as long as health
authorities can trace those chains,
an outbreak isn’t yet deemed out of
control.
But when people start becoming
infected without obvious links that
signals the wider spread of an infection throughout a population, the
key for a pandemic declaration.
For flu, the WHO typically calls a
pandemic when a new virus is
spreading in two regions of the

Jack Ma Foundation shares
experiences from frontline
medical workers

The Jack Ma Foundation and Alibaba Foundation are
sharing some key lessons and experience from doctors and
other medical administrators and staff at the First Affiliated
Hospital, Zhejiang University School of Medicine (FAHZU),
who were at the frontline of COVID-19 treatment in China
and crucial to slowing its spread.
In the form of a digital handbook, the medical administrators and staff cover and share globally what they’ve learned
every step of the way, from screening, to diagnosis and treatment of patients who contracted COVID-19.
Over a 50-day period, FAHZU admitted 104 patients confirmed ill with COVID-19, including 78 critically ill patients.
Through pioneering efforts of medical staff and investment
in new technologies, FAHZU has so far made it through the
public health crisis without a single medical staff infection,
missed diagnosis or patient death.
It is the hope of the Jack Ma Foundation and the Alibaba
Foundation that medical administrators and staff around the
world find this handbook helpful and useful in treating
COVID-19 patients.
“Today, with the spread of the global pandemic, these
experiences are precious and the most-important weapon for
medical personnel,” wrote Jack Ma in a foreword in the
handbook. “We hope that, with this handbook, doctors and
nurses in other affected areas can learn from experience as
they face this battle, without having to start from scratch.”
Medical administrators and staff can download the handbook at covid-19.alibabacloud.com.

world; COVID-19 is now spreading
in all continents except Antarctica.
What I mean here, the pandemic
is the alert from the WHO to the
health organizations of the countries to be vigilant enough to face
the problem in order to protect
their public. So this message is to
protect us rather than to put our
self in a panicking situation.
WHAT WAS THE LAST GLOBAL PANDEMIC?
The last disease the WHO
declared a pandemic was a new flu
strain, initially called “swine flu,” in
2009. That decision came after the
new H1N1 flu had been spreading
in multiple countries for about six
weeks. Today, that strain is what’s
known as “endemic” worldwide —
it became part of every season’s regular flu outbreak.
Promising news by WHO
COVID-19 has been labeled a pandemic, “but at the same time, we

believe that it will be the first also
to be able to be contained or controlled”- WHO.
Regular seasonal flu has a death
rate of 0.1%. Exactly how lethal this
new coronavirus will be isn't yet
clear, and may vary from place to
place especially as countries first
grapple with an influx of cases.
But COVID-19 does seem less
deadly than its cousins SARS
(Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome) and MERS (Middle East
Respiratory Syndrome) even though
it is spreading more easily than
those earlier outbreaks.
For most, the new coronavirus
causes only mild or moderate symptoms, such as fever and cough, and
most recover in a couple of weeks.
For a few, especially older adults
and people with existing health
problems, it can cause more severe
illnesses, including pneumonia.
A recent WHO report stated that
more than 70 percent of the Chi-

nese population who contracted
COVID -19 have successfully recovered, which even includes severe
Pneumonia like complications of
the disease. The recovery period
varies according to the severity of
the illness that takes up to 06
weeks. (Circular WHO-12th March
2020)
Quarantine period
Suspected people are to be quarantined for 14 days which is the
incubation period of the disease.
What are our responsibilities?
Adhere to the precautionary
methods and Healthy life style
1. Personal hygiene: Hand

hygiene, using face mask in an
appropriate situation and its disposal, use tissues or handkerchief
while sneezing and coughing and
dispose them or wash and dry the
hanky properly before reuse.
2. Avoid gatherings and crowds.
3. Adequate fluid intake specially
water.
4. Healthy life style: proper diet,
exercise, meditation and sleep
hygiene.
5. If you have fever, cough, sore
throat or body pain get medical
advice as soon as possible.
6. Do not spread unauthentic news
and messages

China to lift Wuhan lockdown on April 8
passed
China has announced it
will lift the lockdown on
Wuhan, the city at the epicenter of the Coronavirus
pandemic on April 8, marking a significant milestone
in its battle against the
deadly outbreak.
The date comes more
than two months after the
city was first sealed off from
the outside world, in an
unprecedented bid to contain the fast spreading
virus. Similar lockdown
measures will be lifted
Wednesday for other cities
in Hubei province, of which
Wuhan is the capital, provincial authorities
announced.
The easing of travel
Wuhan prepares to emerge from the outbreak
restrictions follows a signifi380,000, with more than 16,500
cant reduction in new infections in Hubei,
with new cases dropping to zero for five con- deaths, according to figures compiled by Johns Hopkins University,
secutive days from March 19 -- down from
which is tracking figures from the
thousands of daily new cases at the height of
World Health Organization and addithe epidemic in February. On Tuesday, the
tional sources.
province reported one new case in Wuhan, a
Starting from Wednesday, people
doctor at the Hubei General Hospital.
in Hubei, except for Wuhan, will be
The province has accounted for the majorallowed to leave the province if they
ity of infections and deaths in China, with
have a green QR code on their
67,801 cases and 3,160 fatalities reported as
mobile phones, the Hubei provincial
of Monday.
government said in a notice on
In a precursor to the types of measures
Weibo.
that would later be introduced throughout
Hubei has previously ordered all
the world, Wuhan, a city of some 11 million
its residents to obtain the colorpeople, was placed under state-imposed lockbased QR code -- which comes in
down on January 23, with all flights, trains
red, yellow and green -- and acts as
and buses canceled and highways entrances
an indicator of people's health stablocked. Other cities in Hubei province soon
tus.
followed suit, adopting similar restrictions.
The colors are assigned according
The sweeping measures, which have
to the provincial epidemic control
affected more than 60 million Hubei residents, have been heralded in China as having database: people who have been
diagnosed as confirmed, suspected
allowed the country to turn a corner in its
or asymptomatic cases, or people
fight against the outbreak. In a major show
with a fever will receive the red
of confidence, Chinese President Xi Jinping
color code; their close contacts will
visited Wuhan on March 10, three months
receive the yellow code; and people
after the outbreak was first detected in the
without any record in the database
city.
will get the green code -- meaning
But while the restrictions have slowed the
they're healthy and safe to travel. On
spread of the virus, they failed to contain it.
April 8, the easing of restrictions
In the past week, there has been close to
will be extended to Wuhan, where
zero new local cases reported in China, with
the coronavirus first emerged in
the focus shifting instead to stopping CovidDecember, and residents with a
19 cases from being imported from overseas.
green QR code will be able to leave
Globally, the total caseload has now

the city and the province.Moreover, people
from other parts of China will be allowed to
enter Hubei and Wuhan if they can produce
a green QR code, with no additional paperwork. Businesses in Wuhan will also gradually resume operations, while the reopening

dates for schools and universities remain to
be determined. The Wuhan government said
residents with a green QR code and a letter
from their employer will be allowed to go
back to work.
(CNN)

AMENDMENT TO INVITATION FOR BIDS
Ministry of Defence

Defence Headquarters Complex at Akuregoda

Supply of Items for Function Rooms and
Other Areas of Block 08 of
Defence Headquarters Complex at Akuregoda
CONTRACT NO: DHQC/FUN ROOM ITEM 8/2019
1. This refers to the Invitation for Bids, published on 01st March
2020 in Sunday Observer in respect of the above mentioned
Contract.
2. Following amendments are made to the above referred Invitation
For Bids.
•
•
•

The Bid opening/closing time has been extended up to
1000 hrs on 08th April 2020
Bids shall valid up to 08th July 2020
Bid Security shall be valid up to 05th August 2020

3. All other terms and conditions of the previous Invitation For Bids
remain unchanged.
The Chairman,
Project Procurement Committee (PPC),
Defence Headquarters Complex Project,
Akuregoda Road, Pelawatta,
Battaramulla.
Tel:
0094-011-4209885
Fax:
0094-011-4209885
Email: pmudhqc@gmail.com
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Consultant Psychiatrist and Senior
Lecturer to the University Hospital,
General Sir John Kotelawala
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your mind

Dr. Neil Fernando

KEEP CALM , STAY SAFE DURING THE COVID 19 OUTBREAK

T

RUWINI JAYAWARDANA

he outbreak of the Coronavirus COVID-19 has impacted people in varying ways
on an international scale.
Therefore, during times like
this, people are feeling
afraid, worried, anxious and
overwhelmed by the constantly changing
alerts, media coverage and decisions imposed
during the spread of the virus.
While it is important to stay informed, it is
also crucial to take care of you mental wellbeing. The Daily News spoke to Consultant Psychiatrist and Senior Lecturer to the University
Hospital, General Sir John Kotelawala Defence
University, Dr. Neil Fernando on how to use
strategies to continue looking after ourselves
and each other during these difficult times.

BE COMPASSIONATE

“People who have been diagnosed with
COVID-19 have not done anything wrong. We
should not refer to them as ‘COVID-19 cases’,
‘victims’, ‘COVID-19 families’ or the ‘diseased’.
They are simply people who have been diagnosed with the virus, people who are being
treated for COVID-19 or people who are recovering from the virus. They too require our support, care and compassion,” Dr Fernando
explained.
Showing compassion and kindness to one
another during these times of fear, isolation
(both physical and social) and uncertainty
strengthens our sense of community. We need
to remind ourselves that we can manage this
situation much better together in solidarity by
connecting with and supporting each other.
“COVID-19 doesn’t discriminate – it can
affect anyone regardless of age, gender, nationality or ethnicity,” he pointed out.

BE RESPONSIBLE

He notes that while you should be updated
about the disease, its status and preventive
measures, you should not be overwhelmed
with worry and anticipation, particularly with
an overload of information.
“Limit the number of times you seek information. Get information from reliable sources.
Do not share and disseminate information
which lacks credibility. Be responsible for yourself and others,” he advised.

KEEP CALM, BUT BE CAUTIOUS

A calm, yet cautious approach needs to
be followed. A person should do his or her
best to remain calm and be mindful not to
contribute to the widespread panic that
can hinder efforts to positively manage the
outbreak. Ensure you are following directives issued by the Government, medical
professionals and observe good hygiene
habits.
“Social distancing and washing your
hands for 20 seconds with soap and running water is the best preventive public
health strategy,” he noted.
Going into a period of social distancing,
self-isolation or quarantine may feel daunting or overwhelming, and can contribute
to feelings of helplessness and fear. Dr.
Fernando urges everyone to look at the situation in a positive manner. You need to

"This is an opportunity for you to spend more time
with the family. Therefore connect with family and
friends (even if not in person). Use this opportunity
to play with your children and help them with
their school work. Include them in plans and
activities around the house. Help your children to
understand the situation. Give them extra
attention and reassurance"
try and see this time as unique and different, not necessarily bad, even if it something you didn’t necessarily choose.

INCRAESED FAMILY TIME

“This is an opportunity for you to spend
more time with the family. Therefore connect with family and friends (even if not in
person). Use this opportunity to play with
your children and help them with their
school work. Include them in plans and
activities around the house.
Help your children to understand the situation. Give them extra attention and reassurance,” he said.
Research after the SARS pandemic in
Hong Kong in 2008 provides evidence of
the significance of connection through epidemics. It found that residents in Hong
Kong experienced increased social connectedness, which offset the negative mental health impacts of the pandemic.If there
is someone you think may struggle through
social isolation, it is important to reach out
to them and let them know you care. You
can call them and inquire about their welfare, drop an e- mail or connect with them
through free messenger apps like WhatsApp, Viber or Skype. It is especially
important to shield the vulnerable like the
elderly and those who have serious underlying medical conditions.
“Don’t underestimate the power you
have to offer hope to another person,” Dr
Fernando stressed.

STAY CONNECTED
It is essential to stay connected with
your values too. Actively manage your
wellbeing by maintaining routines where possible. Don’t let fear or anxiety drive your interactions with others. Remember that we are all
in this together. “Stay physically active. Get an
adequate amount of sleep. Eat nutritious food,”
he said.
Dr. Fernando also sees this era as an opportunity for the public to practise self discipline.
The authorities and medical experts has done
their best to mobilize thousands of civil servants and volunteers to help ensure those under
self-quarantine follow the instructions faithfully
but they can be overwhelmed by the task of
ensuring that thousands of people follow the
quarantine rules.
Exercising self-discipline while self-quarantined is the best cure to contain the spread of
COVID-19.Dr. Fernando requests people who
have already been diagnosed with CROVID-19
to trust the medical professionals who are
treating them.
“It is not your fault that you contracted
COVID-19. It is all right to be scared and anxious but don’t be overwhelmed. Request a
referral to a mental health professional if you
need help,” he opined. He asks those who are
already at quarantine centers or are self-quarantined to stay connected and to maintain
their social networks.
“You are doing the right thing - however,
distressing and uncomfortable it may be. Even

when isolated, try as much as possible to keep
your personal daily routines or create new routines. During times of stress, pay attention to
your own needs and feelings. Engage in
healthy activities that you enjoy and find relaxing. Exercise regularly, keep regular sleep routines and eat healthy food. Seek information
updates and practical guidance from credible
sources,” he said.

DO NOT NEGLECT YOUR MENTATL STATE

Focusing on those who are already suffering
from various forms of mental illnesses he adds
that they should not neglect their mental state.
“Take your medications as usual. Call your
psychiatry unit to find out how you can obtain
medications and follow-up. Call 1926 for further advice,” he said.
He insists on those who are already addicted to smoking to stop smoking.
“Smoking is always bad for your physical,
mental and psychosocial wellbeing. However,
the evidence is that COVID-19 affects badly on
those who smoke. This may be due to several
reasons like people who smoke already have
compromised lung functions. They have other
co-existing illnesses too,” he mused.
His advice for health care workers is that
though it is normal to feel stressed in the cur-

rent situation.
However that does not mean that they cannot
do the job or that they are incompetent.
“Managing your mental health and psychosocial wellbeing during this time is as important as managing your physical health. Take
care of yourself. Try and use helpful coping
strategies such as ensuring sufficient rest and
respite during work or between shifts. Eat sufficient and healthy food. Engage in physical
activity, and stay in contact with family and
friends,” he said.
He advises mental health professionals to
address the mental health issues and try to
minimize patients coming to clinics in accordance to a plan developed by their unit.
Address unhealthy habits - particularly smoking, as smoking is a bad prognostic factor.
“Avoid using unhelpful coping strategies
such as tobacco, alcohol or other drugs.
Healthcare workers and their families may
unfortunately experience stigma or fear. Do
not hesitate to seek help if you are too stressed
- you are not immune to stress,” he said. If
COVID-19 is considered possible when in an
inpatient or outpatient consultation is already
in progress, Dr Fernando urges the medical
professional to withdraw from the room, close
the door and wash his or her hands thoroughly
with soap and water.
“Avoid physical examination of a suspected
case. The patient, any accompanying family,
belongings and any waste should remain in the
room with the door closed. Advise others not
to enter the room. If entry to the room or contact with the patient is unavoidable in an
emergency, wear personal protective equipment (PPE) in line with standard infection
control precautions, such as gloves, apron and
fluid resistant surgical mask (FRSM) and keep
exposure to a minimum. All PPE in full should
be disposed of as clinical waste,” he said.
With all the changes rapidly taking place
around us, it may feel like life has stopped but
there are ways to keep these times in perspective and learn how to carry on. Remind yourself that COVID-19 is a serious but temporary
illness, and that life will return to normal in
time.

Lessons from Italy’s
Covid-19 Mistakes
Italy was unlucky in being
hit hardest first in Europe. Its
neighbors, and the U.S.,
should have learned
from its missteps.

I

FERDINANDO GIUGLIANO

taly is doubling down on its lockdown strategy to stop the spread
of the new coronavirus, halting all
non-essential economic activities
for two weeks. There are early
signs that these draconian steps
are paying off, but the human and
economic costs will be steep.
The government made mistakes, ones that
the rest of the Western world should have
learned from but didn’t. Italy has surpassed
China as the country with the most deaths
from Covid-19, according to the official data.
Nearly 5,500 Italians have lost their lives to

the disease, compared with less than
3,300 Chinese — even though Italy’s
population is barely 4% that of China’s.
Almost 60,000 individuals have tested
positive for the virus, more than double
the number in Spain and Germany.
Italy was the first European country
to discover a serious domestic outbreak,
which helps in part to explain why it is
now so widespread now. Other countries — including the France, the U.K. and
even the U.S. — appear to be merely tracking Italy with just a few weeks of delay. Italy
may have also been unlucky: Because it
faced the beginning of the epidemic before
others, it was caught off guard.
There are several plausible reasons for the
severity of Italy’s outbreak. The country has
a very old population, with a median age of
around 45 years.
The new coronavirus hits the elderly particularly hard, while it tends to spare
younger people and especially children.
The median age of those who have died
from the virus in Italy is just short of 80
years old, according to the country’s Superior Health Council. Cultural factors may
have also played a role: In Italy, different
generations tend to spend more time
together, often under the same roof, which
may have helped facilitate contagion to the
elderly.
Japan also has an ageing population, but
people engage routinely in forms of social

distancing, a possible reason for that country’s successful containment of the epidemic.

PLIGHT OF LOMBARDY

In Italy, the northern region of Lombardy
has been the hardest hit. Nearly half of all
registered cases and two thirds of official
deaths come from this area, which accounts
for a sixth of Italy’s population. The region
is the country’s economic powerhouse and
has strong commercial links with other
countries, including China. This may help to
explain why Italy’s outbreak originated here,
spreading uncontained for some time. A few
smaller hospitals may have mishandled some
of the first cases, contributing to hospital
outbreaks. These are particularly damaging,
since they spread quickly across the most
vulnerable part of the population. Higher
levels of air pollution may have put citizens
at greater risk of suffering from the deadliest
consequences of the virus — though this is
just a hypothesis that needs to be proven scientifically.
The government and political leaders were
initially very complacent about the problem.
Prime Minister Giuseppe Conte said on TV
at the end of January that the country was
fully prepared to deal with the epidemic in
that it was taking the most severe containment measures in Europe. As the first cases
emerged in southern Lombardy, several politicians rushed to say that people should get
on with their normal lives. Milan, the main

In Milan, members of the military check commuters' travel authorization forms.

city in Lombardy and the country’s financial
capital, was at the center of a lively motivational video widely spread by the political
class with the slogan “Milan does not stop.”

FULL LOCKDOWN

Some tough actions followed quickly, however. The government first forced a full lockdown for 50,000 people in eleven towns in
southern Lombardy and in one in the neighboring region of Veneto. Then came more
restrictions: Schools were shut down, and
public gatherings were banned. On March
10, the country was placed under a national
lockdown. Bars, restaurants and shops were
closed, and people were told not to leave
their homes unless they have to go to work
or for other essential reasons (such as buying food). The government has now gone a
step further, shutting down all non-essential
economic activities, such as many factories,
until April 3.
Italy deserves credit for being the first

Western country to enforce such tough
measures. These measures appear to be
working: On Sunday, the daily growth rate
of the number of people tested positive to
the virus slowed to just above 10%, and the
number of new deaths fell. This trend needs
to be confirmed in the future, but these figures bring hope.
However, the government has often acted
erratically. At first, it failed to enforce a full
lockdown in another area of Lombardy, the
province of Bergamo, which now has the
most cases in Italy.
A decision to close several areas of northern Italy was leaked to the press before its
approval, sparking a rush to escape to the
south, which may have helped spread the
virus. Just this weekend, after Conte
announced his plans to halt factories on Saturday evening, the government spent most
of Sunday struggling to define which factories it would consider essential.
-bloomberg.com
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Lessons from
the past

A

n article that appears in these pages yesterday
the horrors of the Spanish Flu from a century
ago, which killed around 100 million around the
world, on top of the 16 million deaths in World War I.
While medical science has advanced rapidly in the
intervening 100 years (back then, no one had even
seen a virus) and we have a better understanding of
viral diseases, two things still remain true today.
Viruses can jump from one person to another rather
swiftly and there is no cure for any viral disease. We
are yet to find answers to these questions.
Another development has taken place in the last 100
years – the world population has grown to more than
7 billion, from less than 2 billion in 1920. This means
that more people are living in much the same space.
Global Travel has also grown exponentially – incidentally many of the best known airlines are marking
their 100th anniversary this year, which means that
we have been travelling more and more for 100
years. It is international travel that took the virus so
rapidly from its epicenter in Wuhan, China to the rest
of the world.
Even a century ago, doctors who treated the Spanish
Flu realised one thing – keeping people apart helped
slow down the trajectory of the virus. There was no
fancy term like “Social Distancing” back then, but
countries that somehow imposed such rules escaped
with a relatively low casualty rate. And thanks to the
pioneering work of Ignaz Philipp Semmelweis, a
Hungarian physician and scientist who discovered
the connection between germs and hand hygiene in
1850, doctors already knew that handwashing with
any kind of soap could save lives. Soap actively pulls
viruses apart, leaving them unable to replicate. A
century later, we are still leaning on these two timetested practices to save lives.
Back then, the world did not have a central authority
or mechanism to take hold of a developing health
crisis. Today, we have one – the World Health Organisation (WHO), which is perhaps the most important
agency of the United Nations (UN). The WHO’s leadership at this juncture is highly commendable. The
men and women of the WHO are on the frontlines of
the evolving COVID-19 landscape, along with their
counterparts from the national health services of all
countries. In fact, the WHO has warned that the virus
is accelerating its spread, a stark warning to nations
that are still ambivalent about their COVID-19
response. The WHO has also directly appealed to
the public to fight the virus, as seen in a video featuring top footballers, produced in association with the
FIFA.
It has become clear over the last two months that
countries which took the harshest measures to fight
the Coronavirus are now reaping the dividends.
China, where nearly 80,000 contracted the virus, is
recording hardly any domestic cases now (most of
its cases are now ‘imported’ – Chinese citizens or
others coming from other infected countries).
This is due to a weeks-long lockdown of major cities
and curtailment of transport networks. Other countries and territories such as Singapore, Taiwan and
Hong Kong also have achieved similar levels of success thanks to such measures.
Singapore’s secret was its highly sophisticated “contact tracing” system whereby the authorities could
identify all parties that had come into contact with a
given infected person. They even have a smartphone
app for contact tracing called TraceTogether. In a
move to help the international community combat
the coronavirus pandemic, the Singapore Government will be making the software for TraceTogether,
which has already been installed by more than
620,000 people, freely available to developers
around the world.
In a Facebook post on Monday, Minister-in-charge of
the Smart Nation Initiative Vivian Balakrishnan said
that the app, developed by the Government Technology Agency and the Ministry of Health, will be opensourced. Launched last Friday, the TraceTogether
app can identify people who have been within a 2
metre radius of coronavirus patients for at least 30
minutes, using wireless Bluetooth technology. Its
developers say the app is useful when those infected
cannot recall whom they had been in proximity with
for an extended duration.
On the other hand, many countries in Europe have
learned the hard way that social distancing measures should be implemented much earlier in the
contagion’s cycle. While deaths in the magnitude of
the Spanish Flu are unthinkable in today’s advanced
societies, even 13,000 deaths is simply too many. Sri
Lanka’s leaders have been extremely pragmatic in
announcing the current social distancing measures
at this stage of the Coronavirus spread. Now it is up
to the people to respect the curfew and other measures aimed at keeping them indoors. These steps
have been stipulated for the greatest good of the
greatest number and the more we respect them, the
sooner we will be able to get back to normality.

COVID-19
contingency
Hindsight
LAKDEV LIYANAGAMA

T

he entire country has now come
to a virtual standstill in the face
of the pandemic caused by
Covid-19, more commonly
known as the Coronavirus. A curfew has
been clamped down and when normality
returns depends on the spread- or containment- of the deadly disease in Sri
Lanka.
At the time of writing, the number of infected
persons has hit the 100-mark, with a total of 102
identified cases. Three of them are critically ill
and are being cared for in Intensive Care Unit
(ICU)s. While two persons have recovered from
the infection, there are 100 patients with active
illness.
A further 229 persons are under observation,
having thought to have been exposed to the
virus and are in various stages of quarantine. A
total of over 1,700 tests have been carried out.
The majority of reported cases have been recorded in the three populous districts of Colombo,
Kalutara and Gampaha.
A factor causing concern for health authorities
is the rate of local transmission. While just over
60 per cent of the cases have acquired the disease overseas, just under 40 per cent have contracted the illness locally. This means that there
could be many other persons who have been
infected locally but who have not been detected
yet. That is why epidemiologists are worried
that they are only seeing the ‘tip of the iceberg’.
The health crisis sparked by Coronavirus has
crippled health systems in more developed countries. Countries as advanced as the United
States, France, Spain and Italy are in the throes
of an epidemic that has brought their hospital
networks to a standstill, unable to cope with the
daily influx of patients. The results are devastating: thousands of new cases and hundreds of
deaths on a daily basis.
As such, the emphasis for countries such as
Sri Lanka which has limited resources in its
health system is on preventing the spread of the
disease. That is why the government last week
went full steam ahead with a series of drastic
measures to try and achieve this. If there was
previous consideration given to maintaining a
semblance of normality in daily life, that was
abandoned.
President Gotabaya Rajapaksa made an
address to the nation, explaining the measures
taken by the Government to combat the epidemic. In doing so, the President’s frustration about
the lack of discipline and self-restraint was obvious. In particular he referred to the Royal-Thomian big match being staged as scheduled and pilgrimages still being undertaken to Adams Peakan indication that the public had failed to grasp
the seriousness of the pandemic.
Last week, Monday was initially declared a
public holiday with mercantile institutions
expected to follow suit. Thereafter, the holiday
was extended until Thursday. The public returned
to work on Friday. However, it was then
announced that a curfew would be enforced from
6 p.m. on Friday.

This led to crowds thronging shops, markets
and supermarkets. Public transport, stretched at
the best of times, was overflowing as workers
attempted to get home to beat the curfew deadline. This decision attracted criticism because it
did little to prevent the congregation of people, a
decisive factor in the spread of the disease.
However other measures have earned praise
from the public. Since the curfew has been
imposed, the Army, Police and health authorities
have been lauded for their commitment to the
cause of containing the epidemic and the manner
in which they have dealt with challenging circumstances.
A series of other measures went in to force.
The country closed its borders, shutting down all
incoming flights. Departing flights were still
allowed. Prior to that, the Government had to
ensure that arrangements were made to bring
down groups of Sri Lankans stranded overseassuch as those on pilgrimage in India- back to the
country.
However, there are other groups of Sri Lankans
who still remain overseas, who wish to return to
the country. The Sri Lanka Association of Bangladesh, which has about 450 members has written
to President Rajapaksa asking for a relaxation of
travel restrictions to return to Sri Lanka. Similarly, the Sri Lankan embassy in Myanmar has
advocated the evacuation of Sri Lankans in that
country, numbering about 200. As most countries
act to seal their borders, these requests will need
to be dealt with by diplomatic channels.
The Government also announced a raft of
financial and other concessions in the wake of the
Coronavirus crisis. These concessions which
include grace periods for the payment of loans
and other rebates have been offered because the
disruption caused by the pandemic would inevitably affect the cash flow of the average wage
earner. Similar measures have been enacted in
several other countries.
On Monday, President Rajapaksa issued a special gazette notification that empowered the
Army, Navy and the Air Force to be called in to
enforce law and order and maintain peace
throughout the country. This will be valid for an
initial period of one month. This was seen as
necessary as there was a possibility that the curfew that was enforced may be quite prolonged,
until the health crisis is declared over.
There were a few controversies that were
encountered in the process. It emerged that several Sri Lankans who had returned from Italy had
evaded quarantine. Some had left from the BIA
itself; others were reported to have absconded
from a bus that was transporting them to a quarantine centre.
As Italy emerged as the epicentre of the epidemic in Europe and began surpassing China as
the country suffering the highest death toll,
there were fears- and indeed, public anger- that
the returnees from Italy could spread the disease
in Sri Lanka. Some criticism was also directed at
the Government for not ensuring that these
returnees were not securely transported to quarantine centres directly from the airport in the
manner that students returning from Wuhan in
China were escorted to the quarantine centre in
Diyatalawa.
Health authorities and security personnel
pooled their resources in trying to locate these
persons. On Monday night, the Government
went to the extent of publishing a ‘wanted’ listed

THOUGHT FOR THE DAY
War is a contagion.
- Franklin D. Roosevelt

Police stop motorcyclists during curfew hours in Colombo yesterday. (Picture by Sulochana Gamage)

of twelve persons who had returned from Italy
and were evading quarantine.
This list included nine children. Later, the
Government withdrew the name of one person
from that list, stating that she had already left
the country for France. A significant reason for
returnees from Italy not turning themselves in
for quarantine was the fact that they were in that
country illegally and therefore feared prosecution or the prospect of not being able to return
to Italy.
Indeed, the Italian embassy in Colombo
appeared to confirm this when it issued a statement on Tuesday. In a statement, it said that
“the returnees from Italy referenced in recent
news publications have never obtained a visa
from this Embassy, nor have ever requested
one”.
On Tuesday, the Government also announced
that the curfew in the Colombo, Gampaha and
Kalutara districts will continue until further
notice as these have been identified as high-risk
zone in the Coronavirus epidemic. While these
three districts recorded the highest numbers of
detected cases, it was also noted that compliance with health measures in these regions was
poor, with people congregating in large numbers
to collect essential provisions.
To circumvent this, the Government has
directed wholesale dealers to deliver essential
consumer goods to the doorstep of each household until the situation is brought under control.
This will be done through the country’s larger
supermarket networks. Providing these essential
consumer goods such as food, medicine, gas and
other services was due to commence yesterday.
Political differences between major parties,
even in the face of an impending General Election which has now been postponed indefinitely,
have been put side while the country deals with
the Coronavirus epidemic. Prime Minister Mahinda Rajapaksa met with leaders of political parties represented in Parliament on Tuesday to
apprise them of the measures taken to deal with
the crisis as well as to seek the views of these
parties.
At this meeting, the Director General of
Health Services Dr Anil Jasinghe informed party
leaders and their representatives on the present
situation in the country. The provision of essential commodities to the public as well as cushioning the economic impact of the epidemic were
discussed by those present.
Former Prime Minister Ranil Wickremesinghe,
Former President Maithripala Sirisena, Former
Minister Basil Rajapaksa, Ministers Dinesh
Gunawardena, Bandula Gunawardena, Pavithra
Wanniarachchi, Wimal Weerawansa, former
Speaker Karu Jayasuriya, Sri Lanka Muslim Congress leader Rauff Hakeem and former Parliamentarians M.A. Sumanthiran and Udaya Gammanpila attended this meeting.
The question policy makers and health professionals are asking is whether the worst of the
epidemic is yet to come and whether Sri Lanka
will face an overwhelming situation as that witnessed in Italy and China. It is possible to avoid
such a crisis by adopting stringent health measures but these need to be enforced with military
precision because the average citizen cannot be
relied upon to adhere to them at all times. That
is the overarching challenge facing health
authorities and the Government in Sri Lanka
right now.
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The broom

that sweeps

the cobwebs away
MUSIC AS A THERAPY
MADAPATHA CHINTAKA

“I

t’s Mozart. Wolfgang
Amadeus. I had a long talk
with the lady in musical
therapy, and she said
Mozart’s the boy for you, Johnny. The
broom that sweeps the cobwebs away.
That’s what the lady said. You know,
it’s wonderful how they’ve got it all
taped now John. They’ve got music
for melancholiacs, and music for dipsomaniacs, and music for nymphomaniacs.”
- Alfred Hitchcock’s Vertigo, 1958
By 1958 when Barbara Bel Geddes,
visiting James Stewart at a retreat,
found him listening to the second
movement from Mozart’s 34th Symphony trying desperately to forget the
woman he’d fallen in love with,
obsessed over, and then lost, music
therapy had established itself as a
discipline and a profession throughout the West. The first academic programme dedicated to the subject in
the US had been established 14 years
earlier, at the Michigan State University. This had been followed by programmes in other universities, including the Chicago Musical College and
Alverno College. Coming as that did
between two distinct eras (after the
end of a world war, and before the
onset of the cold war), the subject
caught on with a population harrowed
by conflict, trauma, and the existential travails of post-war recovery.
While initially during the Second
World War military officials had been
hostile towards the idea of using
music to heal soldiers, by 1942 it had
been sufficiently recognised to merit
and warrant, among other things, the
establishment of a Music Advisory
Council for the army and navy. It is
telling that officials decided not to use
the term “music therapy” there, for
the simple reason that therapy meant
research, which wasn’t the aim of the
program.
Before getting to what music therapy has become today, it’s instructive
to get to what it had become by 1944.
Music, of course, predates the division of the world into east and west.
The earliest inscriptions that come to
us from Mesopotamia, Babylon, and
Egypt tell us of a great many instruments which would have served a ritualistic purpose, but which could have
also, to a considerable extent, fulfilled
secular aims. Music as a means of
medical therapy predates colonialism
(Darrow, Gibbons, and Heller 1985) :
it served the same purpose in India,
where more than 19,400 mantras and
1,020 hymns from the Vedas are habitually invoked by those calling themselves sacred music healers or ojhas
(Cook 1997), as it did in China, where
in ancient times the words for music
and medicine were similar (Wu 2019).
In the East, music was resorted to at
times of crises to restore order: this
was true of China, with the rise of the
cult of the Mandate of Heaven. The
use of music to influence the body
was first mentioned in writing in
Egyptian medical papyri in 1500 BC
(Benenzon, cited in Bunt 1994). The
Arabs thought it to be a divine gift,
and incorporated it in psychiatric

wards; such wards were in use in as
early as 1560 AD Constantinople
(Dobrzynska et al 2006)
Its historical trajectory in the West
was relatively linear, and reflected
shifts and currents in philosophic and
political debate. Thales of Crete
believed music had an impact on the
human body. Pythagoras did so too,
but he brought music and mathematics together and decreed that melodies which violated the rules of harmony be prohibited. Plato later considered it to be the “medicine of the
soul”, and contended that “the music
of the heavenly spheres” should be
harmonised; otherwise, “earthly
souls” would be disturbed. Aristotle
begged to differ: to him, music had
cathartic effects. He was perhaps the
first among the Greeks to suggest that
music could resolve negative emotions, but it took a great many centuries – including those during which
the Old Testament, where we come
across David “pacifying” King Saul by
playing the harp, was written – before
the Renaissance, Reformation, and
Enlightenment could produce thinkers who, following Rene Descartes,
contemplated on the relationship
between mind and sound; Descartes’s
writings on the mind-body duality, the
bedrock of music therapy now, are not
mentioned in Richard Browne’s
Medicina Musica, the first book in
England written on the subject
(1729), but they are alluded to in the
unsigned “Music Physically Considered”, the first piece of writing on that
subject in the US (1789).

Articles by Edwin Atlee
Some of the principles underlying
music therapy, as it’s understood
today, were enumerated in the latter
article. Among the claims made are
that mental states can affect the body,
music is pleasurable and tends to
excite, music can treat depression
more than mania, listening to it can
stimulate blood circulation, and its
effect on emotions is quite difficult to
measure (Heller 1987). Two articles,
written by Edwin Atlee (1804) and
Samuel Mathews (1806), expanded
on the 1789 essay with case studies,
while an early documented instance
of music therapy being used in an
institution in the US comes to us from
1832 at the Perkins School in Boston,
Massachusetts, a region where philosophical speculation flourished during
the Civil War era, in particular with
the rise of Transcendentalism that
taught that individuals could go
beyond sensory perceptions by the aid
of knowledge (among the movement’s
pioneers were Margaret Fuller, Ralph
Waldo Emerson, and the family of
Louisa May Alcott).

The many “Coronovirus
playlists” that celebrities and
fans alike have put and
streamed online, the many
“Coronavirus concerts”
organised by big name
celebrities like Rob Thomas,
John Legend, and Keith
Urban, indicate that music as
a palliative tool can survive
and thrive in even an
outbreak of a disease

Nine key founding points
All these had, by the 20th Century,
exerted a formative influence on the
evolution of music as medicine.
Abortive, short-lived attempts were
made to turn the subject into a
proper object of study, in 1903 (with
the setting up of the National Society of Musical Therapeutics) and
1926 (with the setting up of the

National Foundation of Music Therapy). Medical applications of music
first appeared in collegiate training
programs at Columbia University in
1919, under a British musician,
Margaret Anderson (Bronson
2018), but it wasn’t until the end of
World War II that serious consideration would be given to clinically

assess the effects of music on the
mind and body. The father of music
therapy, in that respect, was the
psychologist Everett T. Gaston
(1901-1970); in 1958, the year Vertigo was released, Gaston, in an
article, came up with nine key
founding points for the use of music
as therapy.
By the 1970s the field had been
sufficiently recognised for practitioners to be accredited. We hear of
an International Congress of Music
Therapy organised for the first time
in Zagreb in September 1970, while
by 1976 in the US alone, there were
44 approved schools offering the
subject, a number that would rise to
55 two years later (Michel 1978); it
was predicted at that time that by
the early 1980s, “the job market for
Registered Music Therapists would
begin to tighten up” (Graham 1974).
The situation was no different
across the Atlantic: in Britain the
Association of Professional Music
Therapists was initiated in 1976; in
Italy a training course on the subject
was started in 1981; and in France
specialised music therapy departments were set up at hospitals in
Nantes, Lille, Lyon, Montpellier, and
Paris, among other places (Lecourt
1992). Indeed, the situation was no
different in the rest of the world: in
1980 the subject was introduced to
mainland China by Bangri Liu, the
Tokyo Association of Music Therapists was established in 1987, and in
Sri Lanka, pioneers like Anoja Weerasinghe and Soundarie David Rodrigo
initiated classes in the early 2000s. It
must be noted that these were neither

totally private nor totally State sponsored initiatives: they were a mix of
both.
Despite these milestones, problems
continued to ail the development of
the profession. First and foremost, the
problem of definition. Bruscia (2014)
observes that this is linked to another
issue: is music therapy a profession or
is it a discipline? He lists down more
than 100 existing definitions, including six he himself formulated in 1984,
1986, 1987, 1989, 1991, and 1998.
His most recent definition, naturally
enough, is more comprehensive:
“A reflexive process wherein the
therapist helps the client to optimise
the client’s health, using various facets of music experience and the relationships formed through them as the
impetus for change. As defined here,
music therapy is the professional practice component of the discipline,
which informs and is informed by
theory and research.”
Six key points: a reflexive process, a
therapist, a client, the client’s health,
the involvement of music experience,
and the relationships forged through
them. These, he ascertains, leads us
to several problems, “challenges of
definition” as he calls them. Music
therapy is, in the first place, multidisciplinary and transdisciplinary: it
belongs to the arts, the humanities,
and the sciences; its diversity in clinical practice makes it almost impossible to pin down one working definition; no one size or culture fits all, so
it’s determined by cultural factors; it’s
determined by socioeconomic factors
as well, and individual musical tastes
and preferences; and perhaps most
problematically, it’s still evolving.
These do not, however, prevent one
from coming up with a definition, nor
does it stop one from engaging with
various approaches to it formulated
over the decades, a sketchy examination of which concludes this article.

Two contexts
Music therapy can be, as it pretty
much is, used in two contexts: mental health and situations of conflict.
Edwards (2016) identifies 11
approaches and models, though it’s
clear that more exist, and are in
practice, today. Of the 11, seven are
models, the rest approaches, and of
the seven models the earliest and
the oldest is the Nordoff-Robbins
theory, first used in early 1950s
Worcestershire, England for special
needs children. Since then there
have been others: Carolyn Kenny’s
field of play theory, developed in the
mid 1970s; community music therapy, conceived from extensive
research conducted across four decades in Germany, Norway, and the
UK; resource-oriented therapy,
developed by Randy Rolvsjord as a
means of invigorating and reviving
positive emotions among patients;
culture-centred theory, conceived
by Brynjulf Stige in tandem with

cultural psychology; aesthetic theory, developed from interactions with
AIDS patients by Colin Lee, and
vocal psychotherapy, the result of
research by Diane Austin on the
effects of singing on the body. If
there’s a common thread linking
these together, it is the use of music,
in particular vocalising, to achieve a
sort of cathartic release.
In situations of wars and disasters, music therapy has been effective in allaying anxieties and fears.
Following the September 11, 2001
attacks for instance, various projects were organised directed at
individuals in and around New York
City, among them a nine month
project of 20 community programs
that brought together nurses, school
administrators, and counsellors. As
the American Music Therapy Association (AMTA) put it at the time, a
“directed use of music and music
therapy is highly effective in developing coping strategies.” One can
assume, quite rightly, that this
applicable to not only periods of
unforeseeable crisis like the 9/11
attacks but also events, like natural
disasters, which can be predicted
and prepared for: Hurricane Katrina
and Hurricane Harvey being two
examples from the US. On the other
hand, as recent events indicate, it
might also be a remedy during a
widespread contagion.
While conclusive links have not
yet been established between music
therapy and recovery in times of
pandemics (especially given that
music therapy sessions can’t be conducted between clients and practitioners when everyone is in lockdown mood), the effect that music
has had on people caught up in the
contagion – whether affected by it or
not – can be ascertained with a fair
level of accuracy.
The many “Coronovirus playlists”
that celebrities and fans alike have
put and streamed online, the many
“Coronavirus concerts” organised by
big name celebrities like Rob Thomas, John Legend, and Keith Urban,
indicate that music as a palliative
tool can survive and thrive in even
an outbreak of a disease. On the
other hand, a claim in an article by
Spencer Kornhaber (The Atlantic,
March 19, 2020), that these musical
responses to COVID-19 have been
mostly songs about “whispery choruses, pillow-padded beats, pastel
melodies, and medicinal lyrics”
which “sound like violence”, points
at people trying to channel their
frustrations and fears through
music. What is lacking in all these
responses is a professional practitioner to harness them to resolve
fears; without practitioners, music
therapy may well be doomed here to
lead to adverse outcomes. And without them, borrowing a metaphor
from the title of this essay, the
broom may well leave cobwebs
hanging in our minds.
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SMEs seek support
for next critical months
The Association of Small and
Medium Enterprises (ASMET) is
hopeful that the President and the
government of Sri Lanka will act
in favor of supporting SME’s
through the next few critical
months and ensure the long-term
viability of this key income earning sector for Sri Lanka, ASMET
said in a press release.
“This assistance will ensure that
when this crisis passes, we can
expect the strong return of Sri
Lanka tourism,” it said.
The release further said,
“ASMET would first and foremost
like to the President for his decisive actions in curbing the spread
of the COVID 19 infection in Sri
Lanka. The need to protect the
people of Sri Lanka during these

dire times is paramount and we
offer our full support to the government and people of Sri Lanka.
Understandably the actions
taken to limit the spread of the
disease including travel bans, partial airport closure, closure of all
sites of national importance and
curfew have led to a complete
standstill in tourism. As small and
medium stakeholders in the industry we have been seriously
adversely affected by these actions
and have growing concerns over
our ability to stay viable for the
duration of and after this national
crisis.
We are thankful to the President
for announcing the relief package
including moratoriums for existing
loans and leases as well as work-

ing capital loans at a reduced 4%
interest. We would kindly request
the Central Bank to issue a circular to all banks to honor and execute the direction.
The SME sector in tourism is
responsible for thousands of jobs
across the island and valuable foreign exchange. This sector was in
recovery from the Easter Sunday
attacks and is currently attempting
to withstand the impact of this
second disaster of global proportions.
The SME sector in tourism is
shutting down rapidly in the wake
of COVID 19 with job losses and
default payments in rent and utilities imminent. We need to curtail
the flow of payments to be made
to bank and state institutions for

Ceylon Chamber of
Commerce turns 181
The Ceylon Chamber of
Commerce completed 181
years of serving the private
sector and contributing to
the national economy, on 25
March 2020.
Established by a fivemember committee in 1893,
the Ceylon Chamber is the
oldest collective of trade
organisations in the country,
and is now the primary voice
representing the private sector. Chamber members enjoy
a range of benefits, including policy advocacy, access
to economic updates, facilitation of business contacts,
promotion of business interests to markets as relevant
through trade enquiries, promotion and easy access to
markets through regular
inward and outward business
promotion missions, compilation of value added information packages (such as

statistical data for market
research, evaluation of market trends and more), speedy
registration of Commercial
Documents including the
service through electronic
means (e-Co)., and the resolution of disputes through
commercial mediation and
commercial arbitration. This
year, the Chamber will be
focusing on Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) by
launching a dedicated SME
Services Centre to empower
and develop the sector.
Over the last few years,
the Chamber has taken lead
in mobilising the private sector to overcome times of difficulty — from facilitating
the Chambers for Peace to
prepare private sector partners for a possible role in
initiating peace dialogues
through the business community, by linking up with

regional chambers; to initiating the Pledge for Unity following the Easter Sunday
terror attacks. In light of the
current events, the Chamber,
along with the World Health
Organisation and the Health
Promotion Bureau, provided
information on how the new
Coronavirus affects industries and businesses; and
how to get the workplace
ready as prevention measures are being implemented
across the country. The
Chamber has also engaged
with the government in providing recommendations on
how to proceed with managing the spread of COVID-19.
The Chamber’s alliances
extend to 20 Regional
Chambers, 43 Trade/Product
and Service Associations,
and 19 Bilateral Business
Councils.

SMEs seek support for
next critical months
The Association of
Small and Medium
Enterprises (ASMET) is
hopeful that the President
and the government of
Sri Lanka will act in
favor of supporting
SME’s through the next
few critical months and
ensure the long-term viability of this key income
earning sector for Sri
Lanka, ASMET said in a
press release.
“This assistance will
ensure that when this crisis passes, we can expect
the strong return of Sri
Lanka tourism,” it said.
The release further
said, “ASMET would
first and foremost like to
the President for his
decisive actions in curbing the spread of the
COVID 19 infection in
Sri Lanka. The need to
protect the people of Sri
Lanka during these dire
times is paramount and
we offer our full support
to the government and
people of Sri Lanka.
Understandably the
actions taken to limit the
spread of the disease
including travel bans,
partial airport closure,

closure of all sites of
national importance and
curfew have led to a
complete standstill in
tourism. As small and
medium stakeholders in
the industry we have
been seriously adversely
affected by these actions
and have growing concerns over our ability to
stay viable for the duration of and after this
national crisis.
We are thankful to the
President for announcing
the relief package including moratoriums for
existing loans and leases
as well as working capital loans at a reduced 4%
interest. We would kindly request the Central
Bank to issue a circular
to all banks to honor and
execute the direction.
The SME sector in
tourism is responsible for
thousands of jobs across
the island and valuable
foreign exchange. This
sector was in recovery
from the Easter Sunday
attacks and is currently
attempting to withstand
the impact of this second
disaster of global proportions. The SME sector in

tourism is shutting down
rapidly in the wake of
COVID 19 with job losses and default payments
in rent and utilities imminent. We need to curtail
the flow of payments to
be made to bank and
state institutions for
mortgages, utilities etc.
and protect continued
payments that will sustain families dependent
on tourism including
staff of SMEs, freelance
tour guides and chauffer
guides by financially
supporting them for a
period of 6 months. We
appeal to the government
to consider the issuance
of a grant to this sector
to meet these needs. Any
and all assistance to the
SME sector will ensure
that businesses can be
sustained and assistance
will trickle down to the
affected families and
they will be able to face
this crisis.”
The association
thanked the President,
the tri-forces, the police
and health care workers
on the fore front of fighting this COVID 19 crisis.

mortgages, utilities etc. and protect continued payments that will
sustain families dependent on
tourism including staff of SMEs,
freelance tour guides and chauffer
guides by financially supporting
them for a period of 6 months. We
appeal to the government to consider the issuance of a grant to this
sector to meet these needs. Any
and all assistance to the SME sector will ensure that businesses can
be sustained and assistance will
trickle down to the affected families and they will be able to face
this crisis.”
The association thanked the
President, the tri-forces, the police
and health care workers on the
fore front of fighting this COVID
19 crisis.

Index of Industrial Production

The year on year change in
the index of industrial production was a negative .6
percent for the period 2019
January to 2020 January. Significant declines were seen in
the manufacture of tobacco,
coke and refined petroleum
products, and pharmaceutical
products. There was an
increase in the production of
wood, textiles, and basic
metals.
The index showed a 16.2

percent increase in wood
production, a 13.9 percent
increase in textiles production, an 11.1 percent increase
in basic metals. The index
showed a 20.8 percent
decrease in tobacco production, an 18.6 percent decline
in coke and refined petroleum products, and a 13.9
percent decline in pharmaceutical products.
The figures are still provisional but have been released

by the department of census
and statistics. The base year
for the index is 2015. The
manufacture of tobacco products is at 69.1 percent of
their value in 2015, pharmaceutical products are now at
76.5 percent of their production values in 2015.
The printing and reproduction of recorded media saw a
decline of 5 percent. The
index fluctuates throughout
the year.

JAFF signs up with Ceylinco Life and General
In a bid to offer protection to its employees
the Joint Apparel Association Forum (JAAF)
recently entered into an agreement with Ceylinco Life and General for a total life, medical and
death cover for the employee and their children,
parents and parents-in-law.
“We have a potential base of 400,000
employees in the apparel sector and we have
taken advantage of our collective bargaining
strength and have been able to come up with a
standard package that could fit everyone in the
apparel industry” a JAFF official said.
“This is a great step aimed at providing a
sense of relief and stability to families at times
of unforeseen or sudden calamity they could
face.”

“With this insurance cover employees will
now be assured of some kind of “medical or life
cover” to meet any life and death situation.”
“We want to make insurance a lifestyle product, where every single individual in the apparel
sector, their immediate family members and
even the extended family members (such as the
parents in law) would be covered in some way
or another. We have to educate these employees
the benefits they could accrue from a small
investments to meet emergency cash requirements”, Jumar Preena CEO of CH17 Loyalty
said.
“It takes a huge load off the employer as
well,” he remarked.
Already nearly 20,000 employees and staff

from more than 10 factories have subscribed for
this service within a very short span. More
inquiries have been made from top tier apparel
manufacturing and exporting companies as they
find this scheme very competitive from a cost
sense.
He further pointed out that the industry privilege scheme Ransalu Pranama Privilege program gives benefits to the employees on an
array of consumer goods and day to day essentials and personal items from partner merchants
and retailers. The savings from these products
would eventually cover the annual premium
they pay for insurance. “The net gain from this
entire exercise is zero investment on Life and
Medical cover.”

Guru.lk to facilitate E-Learning
Sri Lanka’s largest
digital learning content
platform Guru.lk has
announced it is offering
access to its vast
resource of digitised
material to schools and
private tuition institutes
whose regular classes
have been suspended to
retard the spread of the
COVID-19 virus.
This would enable
these institutions to
maintain their interaction with students via
the platform, and keep
up the learning momentum without any physical contact until the situation returns to normal, Headstart (Pvt)
Ltd., the company that
owns Guru.lk said.
The platform enables
teachers to deliver live
lecturing, upload lessons and assessments,
ask students to attempt
quizzes, provide
answers and provide
activities and short
notes. It also provides a
facility for students to
interact with each other
for knowledge sharing
with the teachers’ overview.
Access to Guru.lk
content is provided freeof-charge to government
schools with CSR fund-

ing from the Dialog
Axiata supported Nenasa initiative.
Commenting on this
latest initiative, Headstart Director/CEO
Hasitha Dela said:
“Today we are faced
with a new challenge
that further validates the
importance of the platform. Students cannot
go to schools, teachers

cannot teach and private
institutions are also
closed. At this juncture
we are happy to step up
and provide online
learning to all Sri
Lankan children affected by this menace.”
Teachers using the
Guru.lk platform can
register themselves,
invite students to join
the online class via

SMS, and students can
join by logging in with
a unique ID. Students
would require a broadband connection to
access internet and a
smart device such as a
smartphone, tab or
computer to access the
lessons. Teacher content can be downloaded
into the devices of students, making it possible to view the content
offline. Teachers can
make use of video tutorials prepared by Headstart to familiarise
themselves and can
create and upload lessons at their convenience from any location where they have
access to the internet.
Headstart and Guru.
lk are currently running
a similar online initiative in more than 250
schools island-wide in
partnership of Dialog
Axiata, Microsoft and
Commercial Bank of
Ceylon, under the
‘Smart Schools’ project.
Headstart (Pvt) Ltd.
has been developing
content for the ICTA/
Ministry of Education
on school curricula
since 2009 and is a subsidiary of Dialog Axiata.

Asian shares
climb following
US Stimulus plan
President Donald Trump and the US
Senate have agreed an economic relief
package worth more than US$ 1.8 trillion,
sending Asian shares higher.
Markets had rocketed on Wall Street
and in London on Tuesday in anticipation
of a deal being struck.
On Wednesday, Japan’s benchmark
Nikkei 225 index was up 7.9% following
news of the relief deal.
The stimulus package includes money
to bail out industries that have been
affected by the crisis.
n the US, the Dow Jones Industrial
Average saw its biggest one-day gain
since 1933 on Tuesday, surging 11.4%
although the deal had not yet been signed.
In Asia, the Hang Seng index in Hong
Kong rose 3.1%, and China’s Shanghai
Composite was up by 2% in Wednesday’s
trading session.
“It’s good news, but we’re not out of
the woods yet, “ said Tom Stevenson,
investment director at fund manager
Fidelity International.
“When markets are falling, you get
these big rallies but you shouldn’t get
stuck on that. They do bounce around in
these situations.”
It continues a period of unprecedented
volatility as markets react wildly to the
economic impact of the coronavirus pandemic.
This month alone has seen the Dow
having the five biggest daily gains and
five biggest falls of its 135-year history.
(BBC)

Allianz offers complimentary covers
In an effort to protect their life policyholders
from the effects of COVID-19, Allianz Life
Insurance Lanka is offering a series of complimentary covers.
This is after a continuous and ongoing
assessment of the situation in the country with
relation to the current COVID-19 (new Coronavirus) outbreak. Allianz Life Insurance
Lanka Limited has enhanced their care during

this time of need and all existing and new policyholders will be granted a complimentary life
cover of 500,000 LKR for COVID-19 and an
additional funeral expense cover of 50,000
LKR in case of an unfortunate death due to
COVID-19.
To better protect their policyholders from
COVID-19, Allianz has also extended numerous benefits which include hospitalization cost

reimbursement; critical illness and disability
cover including hospital cash benefit coverage.
All these benefits will be valid until June 30
2020. Customers of Allianz should take note
that in order to support the Sri Lankan Government’s efforts to control the spread of the
virus, the head office and all branches of Allianz have been closed until further notice but
the helplines are available 24/7.
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hat initially seemed to be a
localized health Epidemic
in Wuhan, but later it has
become a worldwide pandemic. As a result, the economic pain of the
Corona Pandemic will go on for longer and
much more severe than first thought.
The Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) is
currently having a widespread effect on the
global economy. There has been a steep
plunge in financial markets and the resulting
of growth and income declining, wealth
depletion, disruption of global supply chains
in manufacturing and retails such as the drop
in energy prices and production due to
reduced consumption and decreased international trade for investment and intermediate
goods, mostly created by China and other
dominant countries.
It is obvious fact that the world must prepare for the COVID-19 led 2020 Global
Recession. Chetan Ahya, Chief Economist of
Morgan Stanley, a World recognized American multinational investment bank and financial services company has clearly indicated
“Global recession in 2020 is now our base
case”.
As remedial proactive measures, Bank of
England expects to cut interest rates to 0.1%
– the lowest, they have ever been. The US
Federal Reserve already committed to
release hundreds of billions of US dollars for
steadying the financial markets. It is a clearcut picture of where the world seems to be
going if nothing drastic happens at present.
However, possible global economic recession would not be a “U” or “L” Shaped
Recession, but most often it will be “V”
Shaped one, similarly happened in Global
Financial Crisis-2008.
The global economy can successfully restrengthen its supply chains through right
collaborative effort making by the main
players of global economy such as China,
U.S.A, India and other European countries.
With globally integrated strategies, more
specifically with “3Ts” (Trade, Technology
and Training), the world will be able to successfully address the COVID-19 led 2020
Global Recession, otherwise it could be more
painful experience for all countries at different degrees and severities.
The full scale and density of the damage
of Coronavirus still remains with no clear
estimation as businesses and consumers are
still cutting back on their spending. Analyzing of the stunned business decline on the
stock market, subsequent erasing of US $
trillions in investment & capital, following
massive drops at all the share markets in the
world. Many financial economists are
increasingly warning of the multiple and ripple effects triggering a recession near imminent.
United Nations Conference on Trade and
Development (UNCTAD) indicated that the
coronavirus outbreak could cost the global
economy up to $2 trillion this year while
requesting to all governments to take urgent
steps to reduce the economic cost of this outbreak.

Sri Lanka Needs a Quick Take
for Twofold Major Challenges:
As an obvious result of severe failure of
Sri Lanka from 2015 to 2019 under Yahapalana Regime, the present government must
find effective solutions not only for the negative economic impacts for macroeconomic
imbalances, issues and challenges prevailing
at present while finding urgent remedial
measures for the negative impacts of Corona
virus on Sri Lankan Economy.

LESSONS FROM GLOBAL
BEST PRACTICES TO MAKE
SRI LANKA MORE RESILIENT

First Challenge: Correcting the
Economic Failures of
Yahapalana Regime
More importantly, the effective policy
implementation must be provided to enhance
local and foreign investments, improve the
performance in business sector development,
reduce the higher production costs including
electricity and other key production inputs,
remove the deterrence made from ratchet
effect-churning fuel price formula, stop the
rapid depreciation of Sri Lankan Rupee, ease
the unmanageable trade union and university
students’ protests and Increase the efficiency
of public services management by eliminating the prevalent severe discouragement and
dissatisfaction of government employees.
Furthermore, as a result of less attention on
national security, Easter Sunday terror
attacks have aggravated such issues leading
to a severe crisis.

Second Challenge: Quick Take
for Building Resilience
The COVID-19 disaster can bring deep
and sudden collapse in economic growth and
development of the country if the right policy measures with proper macro-economic
direction have not been implemented. Consequently, this economic situation will affect
the living standards of poor people of the
country. Naturally, real wages will fall sharply and unemployment will rise abruptly. It is
the informal daily-based income earners –
Informal labourers (working-Poor and UltraPoor communities) and SME business sector
operators with less income earning must be

doing so, the government set a clear baseline
on social distancing that appears to have
halted community transmission.
A strong sense of community ensures people take actions to support each other. In all
of the countries that have managed to better
contain the coronavirus, strong and even draconian actions were taken without significant
public outcry. Trust in public institutions and
civic services is crucial not just in heading
off corona crisis.
Singapore’s coronavirus strategy has
mobilized the city’s comprehensive tracking
system to monitor those who have tested
positive for Covid-19 and thus also tracking
who they came in contact with. The city
developed web-based platforms to both share
information about the outbreak and ensure
compliance amongst those under home quarantine. With these measures, Singapore was
able to avoid many of the drastic measures
taken in China, Europe, and North America.
Singapore was one of the first countries to
impose restrictions on anyone with recent
travel history to China and parts of South
Korea. It has a strict hospital and home quarantine schedule for potentially infected
patients and is extensively tracing anyone
they may have been in contact with.
Taiwan provides good example for providing free flow of information required for best
treatment for the coronavirus outbreak. In
addition, Taiwan’s active civil society also
plays a critical role in this crisis. Examples,
information about stores selling face masks,
a Taiwanese software engineer built an
online real-time map that can show where
masks are stocked in convenience stores
and drugstores across the country.
Coronavirus in South Korea provide us a
good example on how to trace, test and
treat’ saving lives. In the battle to contain
the virus, these labs have become the front
line. South Korea has created a network of
96 public and private laboratories to test
for coronavirus
The most outstanding example for the
best practices for successful control of the
corona virus in the world is the effective
strategies implemented by Chinese government. It has been working to tackle the
coronavirus outbreak by using multiple
measures to contain the spread of the virus
as well as information about the outbreak.
The government has imposed an extreme
quarantine in Wuhan on January 23, which
is still in place over a month later. Many
cities in Hubei province and elsewhere in
China have also implemented lockdowns or
restrictions while cases of infection continue
to increase.
The 3 “A”s (Ambitious, Agile, Aggressive) have been major principles at the
implementation of remedial and controlling
measures for recovering corona virus disaster.
In addition, Chinese authorities also built
two dedicated hospitals in Wuhan in just
over 1 week. Health care workers from all
over China were sent to the outbreak’s center.
Aggressive “social distancing” measures
implemented in the entire country included
canceling sporting events and shuttering theaters. Schools extended breaks that began in
mid-January for the Lunar New Year. Many
businesses closed shop. Anyone who went
outdoors had to wear a mask.
Finally we have been proven that deep
commitment and collective action have been
one of the corner stone for a great success of
controlling corona virus disaster in China

Spirited Sri Lanka for
Conquering Corona Virus:
COVID-19

severely vulnerable except almost all the
communities in Sri Lankan economy.
Managing disasters like COVID-19 and
building the resilience of the economy is
vital. Ensuing of resilience against COVID19 like disasters in our economy does not
depend on a single skill. It should be the
combination of a variety of skills and
right coping mechanisms.
The relevant challenges are to be adequately addressed with most suitable
structural and implementing agencies and
their processes. This should be carried
through a Public-Private and People Partnership with multi-level participations.
Getting the constructive and continuous
contribution of all stakeholders is a must.
A clear understanding of the special needs
and requirements of the affected and noneffected sectors of the economy due to the
impacts of disasters is decisively essential.
Building Resilience of Sri Lankan
Economy is the creation of practice of
making people & communities and systems better prepared to withstand catastrophic events (both natural and manmade) and able to bounce back more
quickly and emerge stronger from these
catastrophic shocks for continuation of
peoples’ livelihoods and economic prosperity.
Proper result-based planning intervention and implementation of effective policy measures, Enhancing income generation and funding capacity, Establishing of
most suitable administration structures,
Prioritization of national, provincial and
local governments Responsibilities, Proper awareness among key stakeholders
including community members are the
key decisive factors for creation of
“Endurance of Resilience Building” for
Disaster Resilient Sri Lankan Economy at
present. Proper understanding of the
Disaster Management Cycle and its stages
with the most suitable implementation
strategies are necessitated for a great suc-

cess of Disaster Resilient Sri Lankan
Economy

The Effective Measures:
“Actions Speak Louder
than Words”
As Sri Lanka is currently facing at the
stage of disaster occurring due to Corona
Virus: COVID-19, it is instrumental to learn
the successful best practices implemented for
recovering COVID-19 disaster in different
countries by at present.
It has been clearly evidenced that strong
state administration is necessary to control
and resolve a whole range of issues coming
from corona virus disaster to maintain social
cohesion and effective implementation of
remedial and controlling measures. Implementing strict policies requires firmness of
the public administration in the face of criticism from the public and from special interest groups.
Hong Kong has shown the importance of
strong public signals. Early in the crisis, the
government closed schools, canceled public
events, told all civil servants to work from
home, and strongly encouraged private businesses to let their employees do the same. In

In parallel to the best practices of other
countries, Sri Lanka has also initiated several
outstanding endeavors to combat this Corona
Virus: COVID-19.
Peoples’ Trust kept on the country’s ever
committed Armed Forces and also the image
of newly appointed president is one of decisive factors in deciding the success against
the Corona Virus: COVID-19 and its disasters. However, the people and civil & professional organizations must come forth with
constructive support for the government’s
endeavors. Furthermore, despites having the
possible difficulties, this is right time to innovate and introduce effective medical practices
based on our indigenous medicine and local
wisdom for this Corona Virus: COVID-19.
As an emerging nation, we must be proactive and should develop well-focused disaster
management and resilience building strategies for future development endeavors of the
country, without undermining the possible
future disasters like Corona Virus: COVID19.
Finally, instated of trying to implement the
unbridled and unchecked Neo-Liberalized
Economic Policies, Home-Grown Development Policies must be designed to be implemented along with the required priority on a
Self-Sufficient Economy like what is successfully practiced by Thailand and India at
present. Finally, we as nation must clearly
understand that “Actions Speak Louder Than
Words”.

